Meteoric Peridot
Small Faceted Gems
These are smaller gems that are less expensive and most have NOT been sent in for
GIA Certificates in order to keep costs down; any of these gems can be sent in for the
GIA cert for an additional fee of $145. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for certification
process/papers and delivery.
To ORDER: First, email us with the item number(s) you are interested in and
we will check inventory to insure availability. Email: stinsons@gemservice.com
We will put the stone you order on hold until we receive your payment.
The price includes: Stinson’s Certificate of Authenticity and Priority Insured shipping
free in the USA. Overseas buyers MUST inquire for shipping charges. DO NOT
SEND PAYMENT We do not ship to all countries.
OUR GUARANTEE: Every one of our gems are 100% satisfaction guaranteed and
may be returned within 7 days for a full refund. Gem(s) must be returned
undamaged and in the same condition as when sent.
NOTE: Some of these gems are heavily included and will be best used for pendant, accent, or
collector’s stones. A notation of “specimen” means it’s best kept as a specimen / collectable and
not recommended to be worn for jewelry. Contact us for additional questions on any of gems
listed. Pictures on request.

Pear

3.55 x 2.67 mm

weight 0.08

(nice!) PEF1111-37 Price $240

Pear 2.29 x 3.24 mm

weight 0.08

(symmetry, inclusions)

PEF1111-19 Price $200

Pear 2.99 x 3.80 mm

weight .10

( symmetry, sml edge chip) PEF 1111-40 Price $200

P ear 2.68 x 3.95 mm

weight 0.11 PEF 1111-13 Price $330

Pear 3.4 x 3.0mm

weight 0.14

PEF 1016-3

Price $399

Pear

4.0 x 2.5mm

weight 0.11

PEF 1016-1

Price $330

Pear 3.9 x 2.5mm

weight 0.12

PEF 1016-5

Price $342

Oval

6.24 x 4.6 x2.54mm weight .49 ( heavily included/flawed, specimen) PEF 0115-2 Price $1400

Oval 2.16 x 2.63 mm weight .06 (bright) PEF 1111-42

Price $150

Oval 3.53 x 2.85 mm weight .08. (shallow, distinct acicular needle inclusions) PEF1111-28 Price $200
Oval 2.53 x 1.78 mm

weight .04

PEF1111-41

Price $120

Oval 2.79X3.81mm weight .13 (specimen, included) PEF1111-33 Price $200
Oval 3.87 x 4.86mm weight .21 (checkerboard crown, shallow, included) PEF1111-25 Price $275

Oval mixed cut. 4.2 x 3mm weight .19 (sml feather) PEF0318-2 Price $570

Oval 4.87 x 3.8mm weight .32 PEF0318-5 Price $960

Triangles

3.25 mm weight .12

Trilliant

3.5mm

Trilliant

2.7-2.9mm weight .08

Emerald

PEF 1111-11

Price $300

weight .17 (included) PEF0913-2 Price $340
PEF0917-3

Price $200

3.3 x 2.0 mm weight .10 PEF0913-19

Price $285

Emerald

3.5x2.4mm weight .13

PEF0913-13

Price $371

Emerald

5.0x2.0mm weight .16

PEF0913-12

Price $456

Emerald

4.3x2.3mm weight .16

PEF0913-7

Price $456

Emerald

4x2.6mm

weight .16

PEF0913-11

Price $456

Emerald

3.5x2.5mm weight .17

PEF0913-15

Price $485

Emerald

4x2.5mm

weight .19

PEF0913-10

Price $542

Emerald

3.5x2.9mm

weight .22

PEF0913-30

Price $660

Emerald

3.6 x 2.97mm weight .18 PEF1013-17

Price $513

Emerald 4.5 x 1.7 x 2mm weight .15 (pointed corners, eye visible veil) PEF0913-39 Price $375

Round Brilliant
Rose cut
Cushion

3.0mm
4x2.6mm

3.75 mm

weight .17 (included)

weight .12

PEF0913-17 Price $342

weight .18

PEF0913-9 Price $513

PEF0913-29 Price $200

Marquise

2.30 x 4.11mm weight .09

PEF 1111-17

Price $270

Marquise

4.70 x 2.66mm weight .15 (good color, included) PEF 1111 – 15 Price $375

Marquise

6.51 x 3.17mm weight .33 (good color specimen, included) PEF1111-31 Price $900

Marquise

4.9 x 2.5mm

weight 0.12 PEF0917-1

Price $300

Cat’s – Eye (Chatoyant) CABOCHONS
The rarest of the rare: Most ET crystals have some of the inclusions that easily distinguish meteoric
peridot from earthy peridot, but only a very few crystals have enough of the inclusion
that are also properly oriented, and that will also cut an exciting chatoyant cat’s-eye!
Cabochon Cat’s-Eye 2.77 x3.40x2.56(height) weight .23 PEC0314-2 Price $495

Cabochon Cat’s-Eye 3 x 2.68mm weight 0.18 PEC0318-7 Price $630

Cabochon Cat’s- Eye 3.9 x 3.3mm weight .21 PEC0214-4 Price $875

Cabochon Cat’s-Eye 3.9 x 3.2d mm weight .45 PEC 0318-6 Price $2200
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